In this communication we present the first high resolution observations of deoxyribose nucleic acid (DNA) structures with the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) in native (i.e. naked or non metal-shadowed) specimens . Our high resolution images show that the double helix structure of DNA can be resolved. In addition, the distances between the grooves have been measured. This is the first time that such resolution has been achieved on an isolated strand of native DNA with this or any other technique [1] . Our results suggest the possibility that even higher resolution can be obtained which will allow the individual nucleotide base structures to be resolved.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) results are now emerging on a large variety of surfaces other than the semiconductor and metal surfaces. used in the initial studies. Particularly· relevant to the biological sciences are those investigations in which images of organic, inorganic, and biological molecules have been presented, both in air and under a variety of other media. These include, among others, bacteriophage virus particles. (2] , metal-shadowed recA-DNA complexes (3, 4] , native closed circular DNA [4] , small organic molecules such as benzene [5] and copper phthalocyanine [6, 7] , conducting polymers [8] , films of liquid crystals [9] , LangmuirBlodgett films [10, 11] , and freeze-fracture metal replicas of biomembranes [12] . These early studies are promising because they demonstrate that the power of the scanning tunneling Il).icroscopy technique (simplicity of operation, low cost, sub"'Angstrom x,y and z resolution, and imaging in a wide variety of environments including air or liquids) can be brought to bear on structural questions in the biological field; even if the exact nature of the electron energy levels of the organic molecule that participate in the tunneling process is not known or understood. Since the STM offers unprecedented spatial resolution in three dimensions and does not require the harsh sample preparation conditions needed for most conventional electron microscopy techniques, we believe that significant progress can be made toward understanding the structure and function of DNA in its natural, hydrated state.
We have constructed a scanning tunneling microscope based on an earlier design [13] using a micrometer driven differential spring mechanism for sample movement and a tubular piezo rather than a tripod to sc_an the tip. Scanning and feedback control electronics, developed in our laboratory, are interfaced to a computer which controls the real-time acquisition and storage of. STM data. The particular conditions of tunneling are typically 150 mV sample bias (either polarity) and a few nA tunneling current. No difference in the images was observed as a function of these parameters. Solutions of calf thymus DNA were prepared as desc:dbed in (14] . A droplet of the aqueous solution (1 mg DNA/ml H 2 0 in 10 mM KCl) was allowed to evaporate in 8.ir on a freshly cleaved, highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate (15] which provides a conductive surface with atomically flat crystal planes over thousands of Angstroms. We employed mechanically cut tips consisting of a 60% Pt, 40% Rh alloy. In the images presented here, tunneling was initiated immediately after the last amounts of water were observed to evaporate. Thus, the DNA was not subjected to particularly harsh or intricate sample preparation procedures. Sample blanks consisting of 10 mM KCl solutions subjected to' identical treatments, but not containing DNA, showed no topogr-aphic structure in the STM images other than the expected atomic features and occasional steps which are characteristic of cleaved graphite surfaces.
Some of the problems encountered with DNA prepared in this way included clumping of the DNA into unrecognizable large aggregates which did not give stable tunneling conditions, and the other extreme, that of not being able to 'find any DNA molecules within the scanning range of our microscope (our largest scans are 0.5 JlmX0.5 Jlm). The complete evaporation of the DNA solution commonly left a 4 min area on the graphite surface consisting of a series of concentric rings due to the evaporation process and the salts which the shrinking droplet left behind. In the center o( this area there was usually a 1 mm spot in which the last amounts of salt precipitated out of solution. This region was avoided due to the unstable tunneling conditions caused by the thick layer of non-conducting salt. Figure 1a shows an image constructed from the topographic contours followed by the STM tip as it traversed the DNA adsorbed on the graphite, while the feedback control electronics maintained a constant tunneling current. The intensity of the gray scale is proportional to the height of the tip, 4 I white being high, black being low. This image is typical of our large area images, in that it shows a DNA duplex (i.e. double stranded DNA molecule) which makes many convolutions on the surface, and consists both of segments which are isolated from the rest of the duplex, as well as segments in which there are overlapping and apparently tangled DNA duplexes. The periodic bumps along the duplex occur with a range of spatial periodicities from 27 to 50 A and correspond to the pitch of the spiraling DNA helix.
The observed DNA structures were stable and reproducible from scan to scan. Although this and the previous image (i.e. figures 1 and 2), obtained from different regions of the sample, were acquired only minutes apart in time, the pitch periodicity differs by 37 %. The hydration state of the DNA is only one factor which determines its molecular confo~mation;· Since the conformation varies greatly even for samples which have had nearly identical times for dehydration to occur, it is likely that other forces, perhaps surface-molecule interactions, are responsible for the structures which we observe. It is also possible that our images are a snapshot of the dynamic molecular conformation at the instant of water evaporation. Figure 3 is an image in which especially high resolution was achieved. We obtained several.images of similar quality which will be published later in a longer paper. The DNA duplex enters the area of figure 3 in the upper right corner of the image, makes a loop and crosses over itself in the upper left corner of the image, and leaves the image in. the upper right corner (there is another structure below this, possibly a DNA fragment, about which we will not comment further). The raw image is shown in figure 3a ; figure 3b has been processed (see caption), and a schematic conception of. the image is shown in figure 3c. In figure 3 there is a long-short alternation in the spacing of the ridges in the DNA duplex. These ridges are due to the phosphodiester backbone of DNA which is composed of alternating deoxyribose sugar and phosphate groups. The alternation observed may be the manifestation of the major and minor grooves. In figure 2 , for example, the resolution was only great enough to observe the major groove, and each bump is due to the periodic double-stranded heli.x separated by the major grooves. In figures 3a and b, the additional structure due to the major-minor groove alternation is seen. The areas between the strands are regions where individual base pairs would be seen if our resolution was great enough. With this interpretation, the distance of one major-minor pair is approximately 63 A across the bottom duplex of the image, and 49 A across the top duplex of the image. On average, this corresponds approximately to a 55% length expansion compared to the crystalline state. There is evidence that DNA may undergo length expansions by 25 to 50% when intercalated with ionic species in solution [16] . The DNA molecules have been subjected to the combined forces of the surface, dehydration, and possibly intercalation with ionic species, thus we are not surprised that the pitch periodicities vary as they do here.
At an even greater level of inspection, localized bright spots are observed along the DNA backbone in figure 3a . At present, we cannot conclude whether these spots are due to noise, or to the sugar and phosphate groups.
It is of interest to note that these images were obtained from an area swept by the shrinking droplet after the aqueous solution evaporated. We speculate that the observed DNA molecules were trapped on defects in the graphite substrate and then left behind by the receding water droplet. The trapping of the DNA and the role of the K and Cl ions and surface defects may be crucial elements of the process which holds the DNA to the surface. We postulate that these combined effects may lend significant structural stability to the adsorbed DNA molecules.
The ability to manipulate semiconductor and metal atoms with the STM has been demonstrated [17] [18] [19] [20] , as has the ability to fragment, attach, and remove simple organic molecules on the surface of graphite [21] . Given our initial success in obtaining these images with such detail, we believe that it may be possible to significantly advance the field of molecular biology, using the STM as both a real.:space sequencer and micro-manipulator. Using the various spectroscopic capabilities of the STM, we are investigating whether spectroscopic differences are observed at different points along the DNA molecule. This would allow a distinction between different base pairs. Once it becomes possible to identify individual bases, it should eventually be feasible to cut and manipulate the DNA at any chosen location with complete selectivity. We believe that the promise of the STM for performing such operations on genetic material in situ should make this an important technique in genetic and biophysical research. We anticipate that the revolution which the STM and related techniques have caused in the field of surface science will shortly be followed by an even larger revolution in molecular biology and biophysical research. ,..
